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1. Introduction

The investigation of ion acceleration with high power lasers has been a very

active field of research internationally [1] since the first observations of multi-

MeV proton beams from laser-matter interactions were reported 15 years ago.

The most established and robust acceleration mechanism is the so-called Target

Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA), where ions are accelerated in the sheath

field set by laser-energised MeV electrons at the target surfaces. TNSA beams

are already used in applications, which exploit their advantageous properties

such as short burst duration and ultralow emittance. A number of alternative

acceleration mechanisms have emerged which promise higher efficiency, and, in

some cases, enhanced spectral profiles, and are attracting an increasingly sig-

nificant experimental attention. The ongoing improvement of laser parameters

(pulse energy and contrast) and diagnostics tools, jointly with technological in-

novation in target manufacturing are all key factors currently contributing to a

fervid international activity, of which the WG2 presentations provided a com-

prehensive snapshot. As a brief reminder of the state-of-the-art in the field,

a summary of published data on proton acceleration is presented in Fig. 1 il-

lustrating the continuous increase in maximum energy with laser performance
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and highlighting (stars) the potential for a variety of advanced target concepts,

including (for ps-class pulses and ultra thin foils) the onset of volumetric in-

teraction in the relativistic transparency regime. We are aware that reports of

significantly higher proton energies have entered the scientific discussion over

the last few years, but we note that these results remain as yet unpublished and

their validity unconfirmed.

2. Enhanced TNSA and Coulomb explosion

As shown in Fig. 1, spatial confinement and potential recirculation of the

hot electron distribution responsible for the energy transfer in TNSA has been

demonstrated to increase maximum proton energies [12, 13], yet at the expense

of strong influences from supporting structures. The realization of an idealized

situation of a finite size target completely isolated in space was presented by

T. Ostermayr (LMU Munich) who used spherical targets of varying radius lev-

itating with active motion control in a large aperture rf quadrupole Paul trap.

While experiments performed at the Texas PW for larger (up to 20µm) radius

can be explained in the framework of enhanced TNSA from curved surfaces, a

second campaign at the Phelix laser for sub focal spot scale plastic spheres lead

to energetic and spectrally peaked proton beams predominantly emitted in laser

forward direction. Here, a directed Coulomb explosion could be the dominant

mechanism and is currently investigated by 3D PIConGPU simulations. A sim-

ilar scenario of nano-droplets exposed to few cycle laser pulses was theoretically

investigated and presented by L. di Lucchio (FZ Jülich, DESY) [14]. M. Kaluza

(IOQ Jena and HIJ) on the other hand reported quasi-monoenergetic proton

spectra at few MeV energy from shots on liquid water droplets of 22µm diame-

ter where a strong correlation was found experimentally with the length of the

ASE pedestal and thus preplasma gradient. Coulomb explosion of CO2 clusters

was demonstrated by Y. Fukuda (JAEA) to efficiently transfer energy to sur-

rounding protons when the clusters are mixed with hydrogen gas. A surprisingly

high increase in proton energies was reported by A. Zigler (Hebrew University
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Figure 1: Overview of maximum proton energies achieved with linear polarization as a function

of laser power PL on target based on Fig. 4 of Ref. [2] (note that for the comparison of different

laser systems PL may suffer from systematic differences in quoting such values). The plot

is updated with recently published peer-reviewed work and emphasizes energy enhancing

mechanisms (blue stars connected to individual TNSA references). Open black symbols as

in [2] represent data from single-shot glass laser systems where record energies were reached

with a) hollow cone targets [3] and b,c) in regimes where relativistic transparency sets in

[4, 5]. Filled symbols depict results obtained with state-of-the-art Ti:Sapphire laser ultra-

short pulse systems (again as in [2]), squares representing Draco (HZDR) data [2, 6], circles

UHI100 (CEA Saclay) data [7] and A) and B) highlighting recent TNSA improvements [8, 9]

on the multi 100 TW laser scale. Energies, though still at a lower level than for ps-class laser

pulses, could be further increased by using e) ultra-thin targets (selection restricted to linear

polarization, comparison between thinnest and thickest targets still assumed to be dominated

by TNSA) [10], d) carbon nanotube foam coated thin targets [11], or f,g) flat targets of finite

size (reduced mass targets) [12, 13]. Promising enhancement factors for protons are typically

observed to reach values between 1.5 and 2.5.
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Jerusalem) in a series of experimental campaigns [15] where the laser was fo-

cused on H2O nano tube (snow) coated glass plates (front side acceleration)

and justified on the basis of local field enhancements at the snow tips.

Pure proton targets were realized with few micron diameter jets of frozen hy-

drogen and similar results presented independently (with different source tech-

nology) from Polaris (M. Kaluza) and Draco (M. Rehwald, HZDR Dresden).

While similar energies were observed as from reference foils, pure proton pulses,

high conversion efficiency and high repetition rate (up to 1 Hz) could be demon-

strated and the use of pure noble gases seems realistic in near future.

3. Beam Transport, Manipulation and Applications

Three conceptually different approaches were discussed for the energy selec-

tive capture, transport and potential phase-space manipulations of laser acceler-

ated proton bunches, motivated by the provision of controlled beam parameters

for further use in medical, plasma, or accelerator research.

First, the use of a small coil-shaped wire, directly attached to the rear-side

of an otherwise isolated target was demonstrated by S. Kar (Queens University

Belfast). Powered by the charge neutralizing current inherently linked to the

particle acceleration process itself, a positively charged area on the wire is tuned

to co-propagate with the ion bunch and not only leads to a focusing of the proton

pulse with high energy acceptance but simultaneously boosts the maximum

energy by a factor of almost two.

Second, V. Bagnoud (GSI, LIGHT collaboration) reported in a plenary talk

on the efficient phase space rotation of proton bunches, energy selected around

10 MeV and collimated by a pulsed solenoid field. This first combination of

plasma, pulsed field, and conventional radio-frequency technology allowed for

either an energy compression to 2.5% energy spread or a temporal focus of below

450 ps pulse duration [16].

Third, the ELIMED collaboration is currently engaged in delivering ion

beam transport based on established technology and bespoke dosimetry for an
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ion beamline (ELIMAIA) [17] on the ELI Beamlines research infrastructure

[18]. The ELIMED concept and status, including preliminary test of detector

response to conventional and laser-accelerated ion beams, were presented by

F. Romano and G. Milluzzo (LNS-INFN). This topic was complemented by a

series of talks, given by C. Altana, A. Gizzi, A. Muoio, and S. Sinigardi dealing

with the L3IA initiative at ILIL (Pisa and representing groups from Bologna,

Catania, Florence, Frascati, Milan, and Naples) for the implementation of an

optimized TNSA-based proton beamline, including preplasma and target opti-

mization, diagnostics development, and dedicated simulation support.

While most of the talks focused on development and characterization of

acceleration processes, a small number were devoted to prospective applications

of the ion beams. P. Antici (INRS) presented a novel approach to the creation

of nanoparticles by irradiation of a silicon substrate with a laser accelerated

proton beam. The short pulse nature of the substrate heating is key to the

formation of regular structures with 10s of nm diameter. A novel approach

for the metrology of picosecond ion bursts and for the study of time-resolved

ion induced damage in bulk material was introduced by B. Dromey (Queens

University Belfast). Transverse time resolved optical probing (chirped probe) of

the opacity resulting from ion induced damage, where the penetration depth is

used as a measure of the ion energy, confirmed the ps duration of the energetic

ion distribution. S. Ter-Avetysian (IBS-GIST) discussed experiments showing

the conversion of positive, laser accelerated ions into beams of energetic negative

ions and neutral atoms, through charge exchange processes taking place in a

water spray [19], which provide novel and unique capabilities for laser-driven

sources.

A strong motivation for the field of laser-driven ion acceleration is the

prospective of future application to cancer therapy [20], and the potential ad-

vantages of laser-accelerated ions were reviewed in the talk by C. Obcemea

(Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York).
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4. Ion acceleration from ultrathin foils

Experiments employing ultrathin foils (with thickness down to a few nm)

are very actively pursued by many research groups, and the WG2 program

reflected this interest. The interaction of intense laser pulses with ultrathin

targets allows access to volumetric acceleration regimes, where the bulk species

in the target can be efficiently accelerated. Provided the opacity of the tar-

get to radiation can be maintained during the irradiation, Radiation Pressure

Acceleration, through the so-called Light Sail process [21, 22], can become the

dominant acceleration process. On the other hand, target decompression dur-

ing the interaction leads to regimes of relativistic transparency [23, 24], which

are also of interest in view of an enhanced energy coupling into the target, and

enhanced acceleration (observed so far only for ∼ ps pulses [4, 25, 5]). A broad

overview of the processes taking place during these interactions was presented

by P. McKenna (Strathclyde) in a plenary talk. C. Scullion (Queens University

Belfast) presented results obtained on the GEMINI laser at the Rutherford Ap-

pleton laboratory (UK), showing a strong dependence of ion energy from target

thickness and polarization, with the highest ion energies ( 35 MeV protons and

300 MeV Carbon ions) observed using 10 nm thick carbon targets and circular

polarization. These shots were characterized by a very distinctive beam pro-

file, in a scenario highly suggestive of the onset of Light Sail acceleration, as

confirmed by Particle in Cell simulations also discussed in the plenary talk by

A. Sgattoni (Pisa University). A thickness and polarization dependence of ion

energy was also reported by G.A. Becker (Jena University), in measurements

obtained using the Polaris laser system, operating in the second harmonic: the

trend for very thin target (around 10 nm) was broadly consistent with Light

Sail acceleration, while TNSA processes dominated for thicker targets (100-800

nm). M. Zepf (Queens University) and W. Ma (LMU) reported on recent efforts

to enhance ion acceleration by using a Carbon Nanotube Foam (CNF) layer de-

posited onto nm-scale DLC foils. Ionization of the CNF layer by the laser pulse

leads to the interaction with a relativistically underdense plasma. The laser
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pulse undergoes strong self-focusing and pulse shortening, and the enhanced

intensity on the nm foil is reflected in an increased acceleration efficiency. A

three-fold enhancement of Carbon energies (compared to a bare foil) for an opti-

mal CNF thickness and circular polarization (consistent with Radiation Pressure

Acceleration) was observed in a GEMINI experiment [11], with similar results

obtained on the PULSAR system at IBS, GIST. A. Alejo (QUB), presenting

results from a VULCAN experiment, discussed how ion bunching during Light

Sail drive of thin CD foils is reflected in a highly enhanced neutron production

through D-D fusion in the accelerated ion layer (which is strongly reduced for

transparent targets). N. Dover (Imperial College) reported how the energy of

protons in these longer pulse (∼ ps) VULCAN interactions is maximized for

target thicknesses allowing transparency to occur at the peak of the laser pulse.

R. Prasad (HHUD) reported on exploratory investigations on the ARCTURUS

laser of acceleration under target irradiation by two consecutive 30 fs pulses.

This revealed an unexpected enhancement of ion energy with a 50 ps delay be-

tween the two pulses, which may be related to the interaction of the second

pulse with an optimal, preconfigured density profile.

5. Collisionless shock acceleration

Ion acceleration through reflection from collisionless, electrostatic shocks

[26] is another acceleration process, which is attracting significant experimental

attention. Recent theoretical work has highlighted the promise of employing

shaped density profile for enhancing this acceleration process [27]. Work also

reported by N. Dover (IC) described how tailoring the profile of a gas jet, by

using laser-driven blast waves, can be used to control the energy and spectral

profile of the shock-accelerated accelerated ions [28] . This experiment employed

the CO2 laser system at the Accelerator Test Facility at BNL.
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6. Conclusion

The talks presented within WG2 confirmed the high level of activity in the

field, displayed a significant progress in the understanding of the ion acceler-

ation mechanisms, and highlighted important technological innovation. While

there is still scope for optimising TNSA sources by applying advanced targetry

concepts, and for developing innovative applications, acceleration dominantly

due to radiation pressure or reflection from collisionless shocks, or enhanced

by relativistic transparency effects can now be accessed by selecting particular

interaction conditions and target parameters. This level of control and under-

standing is highly promising in view of further development with upcoming,

next generation laser sources, providing higher laser power and/or repetition

rate.
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